Bush to give own budget this year

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush pledged Tuesday to submit detailed revisions to Ronald Reagan's budget next month and negotiate high-level negotiations between the White House and Congress to produce an early agreement.

The White House acknowledged that Bush had not kept his promise to send his team of budget negotiators to Congress on the first day of his presidency. Likewise, it appeared unlikely Bush would follow through on his promise to personally lead the budget talks.

Aides of bipartisan goodwill on the fourth day of his presidency, Bush met at the White House with Democratic and Republican congressional leaders to seek cooperation on the budget and foreign policy.

"Generally there is a very hopeful sense that we are going to be able to find bipartisan interest almost everywhere," the speaker of the House, Rep. Jim Wright, D-Texas, said after two hours of talks with Bush.

"It was all sweetness and light," said the House Republican whip, Rep. Richard Cheney of Wyoming, acknowledging that differences on the budget and other problems are inevitable eventually. "The honeymoon's still on: two more days, three more days - enjoy it while it lasts."

Reps. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., and Chris Van Hollen, D-Md., stressed that differences on the budget don't "mean the world is coming to an end." Van Hollen said Bush gave no clue about his budget priorities.

Bundy executed while demonstrators celebrate

Associated Press

STARKE, Fla. - Ted Bundy, a convicted Florida law school dropout who ended years of denial that he was a kind of sexual mafioso and confessed to the gruesome slayings of 20 women in four states, was electrocuted Tuesday for murdering a 12-year-old girl.

Bundy's last words, before a black-hooded executioner pulled a switch at 7:06 a.m., were, "Fire up the fire, fire up the fire."

At the execution site, demonstrators placed effigies of the Black Dahlia, O.J. Simpson, the columbiners and the black-hooded executioner and chanted, "Fire up, fire up, fire up!"

"Burn Bundy, burn!" some shouted. A group of about a dozen people paraded an old tin by singing, "On top of old Sparky," a reference to the nickname for Florida's oaken, three-legged electric chair.

"For a time the bars contributed money to Goodwill in return for parking space is only for customers, exists that it might be accessible to students in the future."

Bundy executed while demonstrators celebrate

By FLORENTINE HOELKER

The Goodwill parking lot next to Bridge's McGuire's Fil- ling Station is not available for parking, but the possibility exists that it might be accessible to students in the future.

The bar, commonly known as Bridge's, formerly had a large sign posted that warned students from parking at Goodwill. The sign stated that cars would be towed.

The Goodwill parking lot also had smaller signs saying that space is only for customers, and that violators will be towed.

Bridge's was recently repainted, however, and their warning sign was not replaced. This has led some students to believe that the Goodwill policy has been changed.

This is not true, said Camilo Saenz, the manager of Bridge's. Saenz said that the only risk-free place to park is in the Bridge's lot.

The issue of parking violations and towing "hasn't been much of a problem lately," said Larry Neff, the Michiana president of Goodwill Industries.

"We probably haven't towed a car in six months," said Neff, "but the problem lies in Bridge's not having enough room for its patrons."

Neff reported that when Goodwill first located next to Bridge's and reconstructed the parking lot, they were contacted by area bars. The bars agreed to contribute money to Goodwill in return for parking privileges.

"For a time the bars contributed money, but they then stopped," Neff said. Consequently, Goodwill chained its lot and began the towing policy.
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Almost 70,000 joined the annual March for Life rally. March for Life is the legal protest of legalized abortion.
OF INTEREST

A Memorial Mass for Rick Macrina will be held on Thursday at 5 p.m. at Sacred Heart Church. University President Father Edward Malloy will preside and preach. Following the Mass, there will be a reception in the Grace Hall Pit for Rick’s parents. The Observer

Tryouts for Junior Parents Weekend lector are today from 3 to 5 p.m. in Sacred Heart Church. The Observer

Sophomores needed to help design and build floats and food booths for 1989 Junior Parents Weekend. Anyone interested call the JFW office at 239-6628 any night from 7 to 9 p.m. The Observer

A videotape of Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech will be shown every hour on the hour from noon through 8 p.m., today through Friday, in the Dooley Room of LaFortune Student Center. Tonight only, Tony Rice will be part of a discussion on keeping the dream alive at 8 p.m. in the C.S.C. The Observer

Phil Donahue will talk about Notre Dame, trash TV, and the Catholic Church in an exclusive interview with The Observer on Prop 42 at 7 p.m. in the St. Edward’s Hall Forum. The Observer

President Father Edward Malloy will preside and preach. Following the Mass, there will be a reception in the Grace Hall Pit with no charge to ND and SMC students on Friday. Students may receive one ticket by presenting an ID with maximum of two per person on Friday. Division of Student Aid Distribution at 6 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Lounge. Dell Lucas, Career Counselor, will offer suggestions. The Observer

“How to Obtain a Summer Internship” is the title of a presentation to be given today at 6:30 p.m. in the Dooley Library. Dell Lucas, Career Counselor, will repeat the talk tomorrow evening, at the same time and place. The Observer

College Football Festival is sponsoring a logo contest for the 1989 festival. A $75 award will be given to the winning entries. The Observer

Job Interviewing Tips will be the topic of a workshop open to all students scheduled for this evening at 7 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Lounge. Dell Lucas, Career Counselor, will offer suggestions. The Observer

“So how do we approach it? First, find a topic you’re interested in. Local and campus issues make especially good subjects. Potential topics abound. National and political issues are always good subjects, but even more Insightful if you can show how they relate specifically to our Notre Dame community. Take a stand and tell us what you think. Have a purpose in mind, and try to stick to it.”

If your letter points out what you see as a problem, demand a solution. Offer concrete solutions. Tell us what should be done to correct the situation. In other words, be for something, not against. That way you’ll be more persuasive. The Observer

“When you write a letter it’s important, but back up your opinion with a logical argument. Tell us why you think as you do. Facts and statistics can be useful here, as can a specific example. These are some letter writing guidelines in a nutshell. The preferred length of letters is about 250 words, but don’t stay up late counting. Interested? Sound too difficult? Tough stuff, this letter writing. Don’t be discouraged if you write a letter but don’t see it in print.”
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To publish as many letters as is can, it often requires more letters than it has space in which to put them. Just because you don’t see your letter in print and white does not mean we don’t like what you have to say. Keep writing. Make it a habit, a part of your daily schedule. Shower, breakfast, letter to the editor. Well, no. Still, letters to P. O. Box 5 can be a good way to get something off your chest that’s been mulling in your mind. If you’re still with me then by now you probably can’t wait to reed off a brilliant, witty, edu­
cational letter to the editor. What do I do if writing a letter doesn’t satisfy your craving for writing? Write a column, of course. Columns usually run about 750 words in length and can be on most any subject of interest to members of the Notre Dame community. Who knows? You might even become a regular. If you’ve ever complained that the level of intellectual dialogue on this campus isn’t high enough, here is your chance to raise it a notch. Sit down with screen and keyboard (though pen and paper are O.K., too) and dish off that letter. Write well, write often, but, above all, write!

Dave Bruner
Viewpoint Editor

LEARN CPR, PLEASE.

A 5-page personal statement and résumé are due in Chris Murphy’s office by Friday, January 27 at 3 p.m.
Social concerns festival will be held at CSC

By JEFF SWANSON
News Staff

The Center for Social Concerns is holding a "CSC Festival" on Thursday from 7 to 10 p.m. at the center.

There will be representatives from all 43 service action groups at the event, said Kathy Royer, coordinator of service and social action groups for the CSC. "People who want to get involved in volunteer work should come because they will be able to talk to any representative and will have the opportunity to sign up for a service group," she said.

About three hundred people showed up for last year's CSC Night, but Royer said she expects more people this year because of an increased interest in volunteerism at Notre Dame. As evidence she cited the addition of thirteen new social action groups since last year.

Royer said that there is a real variety of options for people who want to join volunteer groups. Both student and community groups will be represented, including the Logan Center for the retarded, the Dismas House for former prisoners, and the Student Tutorial Education Program for South Bend school children.

Many of the groups are active in aiding residents of South Bend, including the homeless and the elderly. Besides groups which are active locally, the CSC also has groups involved on the national and international level such as Amnesty International and the World Hunger Coalition.

Royer said that the setup of the festival will be similar to that of the Activities Night which was held at the beginning of this school year. According to Royer, people can get involved in most of the service groups at any time during the year, but the CSC Festival will be especially helpful for those interested in finding out what service groups are active at Notre Dame and what particular groups do.

Only one survives in Soviet town destroyed by earthquake

Associated Press

MOSCOW - Mountain villagers in "endless" funeral processions Tuesday buried their dead from the Tadzhikistan earthquake that killed up to 1,000, and rescuers slogged through muddy rubble in a desperate search for survivors.

Rescuers reportedly found one survivor from the Tadzhikistan quake, although an official spokesman denied it.

New warnings were issued for more possible landslides caused by thawing snow in the Central Asian republic 1,800 miles south of Moscow that was hit by Monday's predawn earthquake.

In northwestern Armenia, which was devastated by a Dec. 7 quake that killed 25,000 people, a powerful aftershock was reported Tuesday. An Armenian official said the population had been warned and no casualties were reported.

Rescuers reportedly found one survivor from the Tadzhikistan quake, although an official spokesman denied it.

A 40-second tremor, which U.S. seismologists registered as 5.4 on the Richter scale, hit before dawn Monday. It loosened layers of mud that cascaded onto mountain villages in a rural area about 20 miles southwest of the republic's capital of Dushanbe.

Workers using shovels and bulldozers continued digging for survivors, the Soviet news agency Tass said, but a local official said the efforts might be in vain.

"There is little hope because of the flood of dirt and mud," Erkin Kasymov, a spokesman for the Foreign Ministry of Tadzhikistan, said by telephone.

SUB PRESENTS

SPRING BREAK GETAWAYS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

* 7 nights luxurious lodging at the Sunchase Resort Condominiums
* Round Trip Air (via chartered jet) Transportation
* Welcome parties
* Windsurfing or Hobie cat sailing or
* Trimaran sailing

INFORMATIONAL/SIGN UP MEETING
JAN 26, 7PM
LaFortune Montgomery Theatre
1st Floor LaFortune
Questions: Call Bob 283-1521
Stock-trading scandal hits Japan; third cabinet member resigns

Associated Press

TOKYO: Japan's Economic Planning Agency chief resigned Tuesday, becoming the third Cabinet minister in less than two months to fall victim to a major stock-trading scandal.

Ken Harada stepped down after news reports said he had received regular political donations from Recruit Co., the company at the center of the stock scandal.

Harada's resignation was a serious blow to Prime Minister Noboru Takeshita, who had reshuffled his Cabinet on Dec. 27 with a pledge to restore public trust in political ethics. The Japan Socialist Party, the largest opposition group, quickly called for Takeshita and the rest of the Cabinet to resign. Opposition criticism of the administration also was expected to delay parliamentary debate in coming weeks over the fiscal 1989 budget.

Harada, 69, had chaired a special parliamentary committee examining the stock-trading scandal until he was made the country's chief economic planner in the Cabinet reshuffle. Harada submitted his resignation shortly after the Cabinet met to approve the budget. Takeshita named Koichiro Aino, 60, a six-term member of parliament and former vice foreign minister, to succeed him.

Harada is the second member of the new Cabinet to resign because of links to the stock scandal. A member of the previous Cabinet, Finance Minister Kiichi Miyazawa, also stepped down in early December.

The nationwide circulated newspaper Asahi Shimbun reported Tuesday that Harada had received about $80 a month from Recruit for 14 years.

A parking agreement might still be possible if the details can be worked out with the bars, said Neff.

Notre Dame students are concerned about the parking situation in the area. "Parking is totally inadequate now that the parking lot by the gas station is chained off," said senior Phil McAndrew.

Bridge's and the Commons should make an effort to improve parking in the area if they're concerned about student patronage," he said.

White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said the El Salvador stop was added so that Quayle could discuss the elections there in March, and "extend the best wishes of President Bush who has known President (Jose Napoleon) Duarte for a number of years and meet with other officials as appropriate."

Polls have said the ARENA candidate is leading. U.S. officials are concerned that an ARENA victory could further polarize the war-torn country and make it more difficult to get further aid to El Salvador through Congress.

The Salvadoran elections are March 19. Duarte is certain to campaign from seeking office again, but is backing fellow Christian Democrat Piedad Chavez Mena, a former foreign minister.
Pep rally for football team discussed in HPC meeting

By MAURA KRAUSE
Staff Reporter

Hall Presidents Council held its first meeting of the new year Tuesday.

Tom Doyle, student body president, relayed plans for a pep rally for the football team to the Council. The team will be formally honored for the first time on Feb. 7 at 8:00 p.m. in the Joyce ACC. Speakers will be Coach Lou Holtz, Student Body President Tom Doyle and senior captains Mark Green, Andy Heck and Ned Bolcar. The Irish band and cheerleaders will be present and the movie, "They Wanted to Win" will be shown. The event is open to the public.

Sally Derengoski, representing the Late Night Olympics, described the Olympics' traditional grand prize system. The grand prize system is designed with each participating team contributing $100. Of the money collected, 20 percent is donated to Special Olympics and the remaining 80 percent goes to the winning team. If the winning team did not contribute to the grand prize fund the money goes to the next runner up.

A brief Senate report covered the All Campus SYR on Feb. 24 and ND night at University Park Mall on Feb. 9.

Eric Straub, from Irish Insanity, spoke to the council about plans to increase spirit at basketball games. The group will be selling t-shirts at the dining halls next week. The shirts are $5 and have "RUN N.D." printed on the front and "Battle for Seattle!" on the back.

Sally Derengoski, representing the Late Night Olympics, described the Olympics' traditional grand prize system. The grand prize system is designed with each participating team contributing $100. Of the money collected, 20 percent is donated to Special Olympics and the remaining 80 percent goes to the winning team. If the winning team did not contribute to the grand prize fund the money goes to the next runner up. The winner of the Olympics receives a pizza party courtesy of the Alumni Association. The late Night Olympics is taking place this weekend. The Olympics is still in need of volunteers to collect donations at the doors.

A Charity Ball will be held on March 31 in South Dining Hall. The theme of the ball will be "We Are One World," as part of the Year of Cultural Diversity.

A brief Senate report covered the All Campus SYR on Feb. 24 and ND night at University Park Mall on Feb. 9.

Eric Straub, from Irish Insanity, spoke to the council about plans to increase spirit at basketball games. The group will be selling t-shirts at the dining halls next week. The shirts are $5 and have "RUN N.D." printed on the front and "Battle for Seattle!" on the back.

Keenan Hall President Joe Hippler asked for and received $1,000 from the Hall Presidents Council Fund. The money will be used for the Keenan Revue which is free to the public.

A mass will be held for Grace Hall resident Rick Macrina, who died over Christmas break. The mass will be held in Sacred Heart Church at 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Y ear of Cultural Diversity Lecture
Sponsor: College of Business Administration

Topic: World Class Organizations: the Challenge to Transform

Presenter: Dr. Badi Foster, President
AEtna Institute of Corporate Education,
AEtna Life and Casualty Insurance Co.

Time and Place:
Wednesday, January 25th
4:30 pm
Hayes-Healy Auditorium

Note: Reception at the University Club immediately following the presentation
Miners rescued from Peru cave-in

LIMA, Peru - Rescuers saved three miners trapped in a cave-in, officials said.

Energy Minister Jose Carrasco said saboteurs set a fire that ate through wooden supports and caused Monday's collapse. But police Lt. Juan Robles in Nazca, the southern town near the Sol de Oro mine, said the mine's operations were extremely disorganized, and he blamed the collapse on poor maintenance.

Carrasco said the tapping indicated that scores of miners might still be alive. He said the number of miners trapped in the mine was unknown but ranged from 15 to 200.

Robles said three bodies have been recovered so far. He estimated Tuesday that about 100 miners were trapped. Hours after the cave-in, Robles said 150 to 300 miners were trapped.

Carrasco met with defense officials Tuesday after reaching Nazca, 230 miles south of Lima. He told reporters on his return to Lima late Tuesday evening that two of the rescued men were hospitalized and a third was only slightly injured.

Officials said fallen earth, smoke and poison gas prevented rescuers from entering the mine until midday Tuesday, when special teams from state mines and the Lima fire department, supported by air force helicopters, reached the site.

The government is joined in the civil trial that began in late December resulted from a suit filed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency claiming that operations at the Four County Landfill have not complied with government regulations for disposing of hazardous wastes since 1985.

The government has represented the EPA and lawyers for the citizens group, calling themselves Supporters To Oppose Pollution, or STOP, argued against admitting the letters into evidence. But District Court Judge Robert Miller Jr., without commenting, ruled the letters could become part of the case.

Assistant Viewpoint Editor

If interested, Contact Dave Bruner at the Observer, 239-5303, from 11:30-1:00 or 283-1601 evenings

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

- BREAK WITH A WINNER • NO AIR MATTRESSES • CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
Sheraton Condo or Hotel, Holiday Inn, Gulf View or Landfall Tower Condos • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT
Shadow Fun Condos or Overlook Hotel • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS LODGING-UP TO 4 PICNIC-MACK-GOODIE BAG!

DAYTONA BEACH
Texan Hotel and Kitchensettes 7 NIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND/PORT A.
Port Royal Condos • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
Hilton Head Island Beach & Tennis Resort • 7 NIGHTS

DON'T DELAY!
CENTRAL SPRING BREAK 1989

INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911

or you may contact your local Sunchase campus representative or your favorite travel agency.

*Depositing on above dates at least 30 days prior to arrival
## W-2 Forms due by January 31

### Special to The Observer

Employers must make available to their employees by January 31, 1989, their W-2 forms for the tax year. Employees who have not received their W-2 form from each employer for the necessary information should contact their employer and request the form, the Internal Revenue Service says.

### Kellogg ranked best MBA school

Associated Press

NEW YORK—Northwestern University's J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management has the country's best MBA program, according to the first annual survey of business schools conducted by Business Week magazine.

The survey, appearing in the Nov. 28 issue of Business Week, asked students to rate their schools on a scale of 1 to 10.

The survey, which appears in the Nov. 28 issue of Business Week, asked students to rate their schools on a scale of 1 to 10.

The top schools were:

1. Northwestern
2. Harvard
3. Dartmouth
4. Pennsylvania
5. Cornell
6. Michigan
7. Virginia
8. North Carolina
9. Stanford
10. Duke

Source: Business Week

### Financial aid may be taxable

Special to The Observer

Students who receive scholarships or fellowships will not be taxed on any portion of the aid as defined in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 unless the assistance is part of an educational institution's package of required fees required for the enrollment or attendance of a student.

Any other amounts, such as room, board, travel or incidental expenses, must be reported as income in the year received.

### Survey: Bush will face economic slowdown

Business Week's survey appears in the Nov. 28 issue of Business Week.

WASHINGTON—President-elect George Bush will have to deal with a dramatic slowdown in economic activity next year that will make his job of deficit reduction even tougher, the nation's top business economists say.

The National Association of Business Economists said a survey of 206 of its members found them pessimistic about growth prospects because of a belief that inflationary pressures will mean higher interest rates and thus lower consumer spending.

An overwhelming majority of the economists, 88 percent, predicted that Bush would have to deal with a recession in his first two years in office, 40 percent forecast that the country would be in a downturn by this time next year.

The one piece of far more pessimism than the official forecast upon which the Reagan administration is basing its final budget request to Congress. That assessment is calling for much faster growth, lower interest rates and falling inflation next year. If the business economists prove to be more accurate, it will mean Bush will have to come up with even sharper spending cuts if he is to keep to the budget he made in the budget deficit without higher taxes.

Bush, senior economist at Bankers Trust Co. of New York and president of the association, said the economists believed Bush should make reducing the deficit his No. 1 priority.

A credible, multi-year deficit reduction plan "would remove one major risk over-hanging the financial markets, threatening to send the dollar lower and interest rates far, far higher, "Woodworth said at a briefing for reporters.

Many of the economists surveyed were skeptical of Bush's "flexible freeze" to cut the deficit by simply holding overall spending growth to the level of inflation.

The overwhelming majority said a credible deficit-cutting package will have to include both spending cuts and revenue hikes, something Bush has vowed to avoid.

Woodworth, awarded after August 16, 1986, should be aware that, for payments after 1986, part or all of such income may be taxable, according to the Internal Revenue Service.

### Top 20 Business Schools

Source: Business Week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Northwestern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Harvard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Indiana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Dartmouth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Carnegie-Mellon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Columbia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Cornell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. MIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Michigan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. UCLA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Virginia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. California (Berkeley)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. North Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. NYU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Stanford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Stanford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Duke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Rochester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Business
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Financial aid may be taxable

Students who receive scholarships or fellowships will not be taxed on any portion of the aid as defined in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 unless the assistance is part of an educational institution's package of required fees required for the enrollment or attendance of a student.

Any other amounts, such as room, board, travel or incidental expenses, must be reported as income in the year received.

Survey: Bush will face economic slowdown, must cut federal spending

The National Association of Business Economists said a survey of 206 of its members found them pessimistic about growth prospects because of a belief that inflationary pressures will mean higher interest rates and thus lower consumer spending.

An overwhelming majority of the economists, 88 percent, predicted that Bush would have to deal with a recession in his first two years in office, 40 percent forecast that the country would be in a downturn by this time next year.

The one piece of far more pessimism than the official forecast upon which the Reagan administration is basing its final budget request to Congress. That assessment is calling for much faster growth, lower interest rates and falling inflation next year. If the business economists prove to be more accurate, it will mean Bush will have to come up with even sharper spending cuts if he is to keep to the budget he made in the budget deficit without higher taxes.

Bush, senior economist at Bankers Trust Co. of New York and president of the association, said the economists believed Bush should make reducing the deficit his No. 1 priority.

A credible, multi-year deficit reduction plan "would remove one major risk over-hanging the financial markets, threatening to send the dollar lower and interest rates far, far higher, "Woodworth said at a briefing for reporters.

Many of the economists surveyed were skeptical of Bush's "flexible freeze" to cut the deficit by simply holding overall spending growth to the level of inflation.

The overwhelming majority said a credible deficit-cutting package will have to include both spending cuts and revenue hikes, something Bush has vowed to avoid.

Woodworth, awarded after August 16, 1986, should be aware that, for payments after 1986, part or all of such income may be taxable, according to the Internal Revenue Service.
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</tr>
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<td>8. North Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. NYU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Stanford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Stanford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Duke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Rochester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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Hoffman and Cruise at their best in ‘Rain Man’

ROBYN SIMMONS
assistant accent editor

Wednesday, January 25, 1989

Back in the Highlife

The letter told me I would "receive good luck within four days... provided I send it back out." Supposedly I would receive my luck in the mail just like Constantine Deas did when he won a two million dollar lottery. If I did not make 20 copies and send them to my friends and acquaintances around the world in need of luck, however, I might find myself in a situation like Andy Daddid did, my spouse (or latest scope) like Gene Welch did, or my idol like Dellen Fairchild did.

I have received chain letters like this one before. About two years ago, as a matter of fact, I think I received this same one and decided to send it out to my friends just for fun. I was curious what their reactions would be, and if they would send it back out. I have never seen so many

Chain letters bind readers

I really sounded like my kind of letter. "Kiss some one you love when you get this letter and make magic." I didn't know they were calling it "magic" now, but hey, who was I to argue?

What I had received was the Saul Anthony de Crot chain letter, and it was supposed to bring me good luck. According to the paper, De Crot was a missionary in South America and his chain letter got its first link when he wrote it while in Venezuela.

MARY BERGER

Lightened up; but for some reason, nobody was laughing much. Maybe everyone had this immense fear of bad luck really falling upon them if they didn't mail out 20 copies. Maybe they were frustrated with the stupidity and bogus ness of the whole thing like I was this time. It's kind of like the Family Publisher's Clear ing House Sweepstakes which everyone enters, secretly hoping they will be the next million dollar winner. Riding the yacht with Ed McMahon, and, in reality, never even coming close.

Chain letters like this one and huge sweepstakes contests like the one with Ed's name on it prey upon the uncertainties and everlasting dreams of millions that many humans have. Everyone wants something for nothing.

If this letter were demanding that money be sent in order to avoid bad luck, then it would be an outright fraud, taking advantage of people's fears of tough times and dreams of a better life.

However, it just tries to scare people into mailing off copies of the letter, in hopes that maybe they will meet with the same good fortune some people have supposedly encountered.

On second thought, maybe it's not such a bad investment. I can make 20 copies for about $1.50, use 20 envelopes for about 35 cents, and mail them off for $5. For that initial investment of less than $7, I could win $70,000 like an air force officer did.

That's one million percent profit!!

Let's see. I received the letter either on Thursday or Friday of last week. That means five or six days have gone by.

Just let this serve as a warning to the rest of you if anything does happen. "This is no joke. . . Do not keep this letter. . . Please don't ignore this. It is a joke!" I guess it isn't so much to invest in all.

Calvin and Hobbes

Hoffman and Cruise portray Charlie and his younger brother Charlie, played by Cruise. At the beginning of the film, Charlie doesn't even know he has an older brother. Charlie and his girlfriend Susan (Valeria Cado) travel to Ohio upon hearing the news of his father's death, where Charlie discovers his older brother Raymond, and also learns that Raymond inherited all of his father's money.

Infuriated, Charlie literally kidnaps Raymond. Charlie feels that the money could be better used to save his own ailing business, and he decides to take Raymond back to California with him, and notifies Raymond's doctors that he'll return Raymond in exchange for his share of their father's money.

What starts out as a kidnap ping turns into a journey in which Charlie learns about himself and his past through his interaction with Raymond. Soon after they leave the institution with Raymond, Susanna becomes fed up with Charlie's selfishness and goes back home on her own. Charlie makes plans to fly back to California with Raymond, but Raymond's tremendous fear of flying prevents it, and the two of them end up driving across the country.

Their road trip together is where the real film begins. Autistic persons are very dependent upon routine, and any change in that routine can be very upsetting. The irreversibility of Raymond's condition forces Charlie to adapt to the pattern of living his brother has developed.

The performances in "Rain Man" are what really makes the movie work. Hoffman is outstanding in a very difficult role. Raymond is virtually unable to communicate emotionally or verbally, yet he has fantastic mathematical abilities and memory skills.

One particular quirk of Raymond's personality is his frequent recital of Abbott and Costello's "Who's on First" routine whenever he gets distressed by his new surroundings.

Raymond is a man living in a world of his own, and Hoffman's portrayal reminds us that it will be the only world Raymond will ever know. The expressionless look on Hoffman's face says it all.

While Cruise doesn't stand out as much as Hoffman, he does a surprisingly good job in his first (and hopefully not his last) "meaty" role. "Rain Man" is in a different league than Cruise's previous vehicles such as "Top Gun" and "Cocktail" but, in the course of "Rain Man", Cruise makes a believable transition from a self serving jerk to a more sensitive, well rounded person.

Charlie and Raymond's journey comprises most of the film and the excellent performances by both actors make this trip worthwhile. "Rain Man" will be a tough act to follow for both actors, because their work in this movie is probably their best to date.
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Malloy praises King's accomplishments

Editor's note: The following remarks were given by Fr. Malloy Monday, Jan. 18 at the Martin Luther King Celebration in South Bend.

It was 1958. My father and I and three of my friends were driving through the State of Delaware on our way to Philadelphia from Washington, D.C. We stopped at a restaurant along the side of the highway and sat down to eat. As we were sitting there, we were told by the manager that our three friends could go in the back and we would serve them there.

Edward A. Malloy, C.S.C.

guest column

I was angry very quickly because they were my friends and I didn't know this guy from Adam. So it happened that my three friends were black and one of them was named John Thompson—the same John Thompson who, two days ago, walked off the courts at Georgetown University. I couldn't understand why these people treated us that way. A kind of consciousness was bred from an experience of rejection and separation according to race. It was a time before the nation began to awaken to the reality of racial separation. It is a wonder, if you think about it, why the slaves of history who did not understand their own plight were slaves themselves.

The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219)239-5303

King's dream founded lasting changes

Dear Editor:

Last Monday, Jan. 16, many students returned to Notre Dame from Christmas break for another semester of studying, tests, papers, and parties. I wondered if many of them realized that this day was a federal holiday. This day was the birthday of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.

Through his books, speeches, essays, and actions, Rev. King, in my opinion, changed the standard of living in America so that all Americans can live in peace, harmony, and especially equality. Black and other minorities in this country have come a long way. However, we have not reached the "promised land." Let us continue to follow Rev. King's dream for a better world for our future generations.

Rev. Edward A. Malloy, C.S.C., is the President of the University.

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the Day

"Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice; it is not something to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved."

William Jennings Bryan
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Wrestling vs NEBRASKA, 7:00 p.m.
Women's basketball vs XAVIER, 7:30 p.m.
Hockey vs. CANISIUS, 7:30 p.m.

Irish Football

NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES AND UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS 1988 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS 12-0 FIESTA BOWL WINNER

AP Top Twenty

The Top Twenty college basketball teams in the Associated Press poll, with last-place votes in parentheses. The Associated Press has revised the ranking game for the season on 30-10-18. Notre Dame opponents are italicized.

1. Kansas (1) 19-0 1297 13-2 131 27 128
2. Duke (1) 24-5 1149
3. Kentucky (1) 21-1 1123
4. Oklahoma 20-3 1080
5. North Carolina 20-4 1048
6. Syracuse 19-1 1019
7. Arizona 19-2 992
8. Duke 18-3 964
9. Boston College 17-4 936
10. Michigan 17-5 918
11. Providence 17-5 844
12. Arizona State 16-4 843
13. UNLV 13-0 841
14. Kansas State 12-2 831
15. NC State 12-2 801
16. Indiana 11-3 770
17. Iowa 11-3 759
18. Louisville 10-6 728
19. Temple 10-6 713
20. Providence 14-2 664

Notre Dame's best record is 19-0, 1297 points. Points are based on 20-19-18-17 etc. Notre Dame opponents are these season's records and total points. Points Associated Press italicized.

18. Kansas 15-3 1801
19. Stanford 14-4 1331
17. Ohio State 12-4 3201
16. Indiana 15-4 3219
13. UNLV 13-3 4971
12. Iowa 14-3 6410
11. Florida State 14-1 6440
10. Michigan 15-3 7190
9. Seton Hall 17-1 7880
8. Notre Dame 14-2 8600
7. North Carolina 16-3 8750
6. Arizona 13-2 8840
5. Missouri 16-3 9390
4. Oklahoma 15-2 10790
3. St. John's 11-2 11220
2. North Carolina 14-1 1173
1. Kentucky 15-0 1453

Top Twenty college basketball teams based on 20-19-18-17 etc. Notre Dame opponents are these season's records and total points. Points Associated Press italicized.

Notre Dame 76, Duke 64
Notre Dame 68, Providence 55

Irish Women's Basketball

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL HEAD COACH: MATT DUCOMME

Saturday
Women’s basketball vs DAYTON, 2:00 p.m.

Sunday
Men’s basketball vs TEMPLE, 4:00 p.m.
No sports scheduled

AP Basketball Poll

Scoresboard

Results for Jan. 1-24

Football (12-0)
Notre Dame 34, West Virginia 21

Men’s basketball (9-3)
Notre Dame 68, Pennsylvania St.
San Francisco 79, Notre Dame 75
Notre Dame 85, Portland 58
Notre Dame 82, UCLA 79
Notre Dame 81, St John's 75
Notre Dame 85, Rutgers 63

Women’s basketball (10-4)
Notre Dame 56, Indiana 49
Vanderbilt 86, Notre Dame 64
Old Dominon 82, Notre Dame 65
Notre Dame 78, St. Louis 54
Notre Dame 78, Duques 67
Notre Dame 61, Butler 40

Hockey (7-12-1)
Army 3, Notre Dame 2
Notre Dame 5, Army 2
Boston College 7, Notre Dame 5
Memphis 6, Notre Dame 0
Notre Dame 10, Arizona 9
Notre Dame 9, Arizona 2
Lake Forest 6, Notre Dame 4
Notre Dame 4, Lake Forest 2

NFL Draft

Cleveland 30, LA Raiders 21

NBA Standings

Eastern Conference

Midwestern Division

New York 28 9 611 5 441 5
Boston 27 10 479 6 370 6
Philadelphia 26 12 519 7 307 7
Washington 25 13 559 8 256 8

Cleveland 30 10 611 5 441 5

Miami 26 10 497 6 370 6

Central Division

Cleveland 30 10 611 5 441 5

Washington 25 13 559 8 256 8

Western Conference

Pacific Division

Los Angeles 27 12 692 4 485 4
Phoenix 25 14 503 5 377 5
San Francisco 24 14 492 5 399 5
Denver 23 15 513 6 390 6
Phoenix 25 14 541 5 399 5

Pac 12 Division

Los Angeles 27 12 692 4 485 4

Denver 23 15 513 6 390 6

Source: ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE The Observer

Top Twenty college basketball teams based on 20-19-18-17 etc. Notre Dame opponents are these season’s records and total points. Points Associated Press italicized.

Notre Dame 56, Indiana 49

Tournament

1. Kansas
2. Duke
3. Kentucky
4. Oklahoma
5. Missouri
6. Kansas State
7. Arizona
8. Connecticut
9. Louisville
10. Cincinnati

Railroad to victory: Tennessee St. Georgia Tech 83, Kentucky 75, Marist 85, St. Mary’s 84, George Washington 78, Xavier 76, Providence 73

4. Kansas State 33, Arkansas 32, Connecticut 22, Arizona Life University 21, Louisiana Lafayette 1, Notre Dame 4, West Forest 1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BOB!

Love, Mom and Dad
Schottenheimer signs as Chiefs' new coach

Associated Press

KANSAS CITY, Mo. -- Marty Schottenheimer, the winningest coach in the American Football Conference the past three seasons, was named head coach of the Kansas City Chiefs Tuesday.

"Our goal for 1989 is to become the champions of the National Football League," said Schottenheimer, who resigned as coach of the Cleveland Browns at the end of the season in a dispute with owner Art Modell.

Schottenheimer, 45, took the Chiefs to the playoffs in each of his four full seasons as coach. His 32-15 regular season record the past three years is unmatched in the AFC and trails only the Chicago Bears and San Francisco 49ers among all NFL teams.

His resignation from the Browns was triggered by his refusal to hire an offensive coordinator, a role he was filling.

"I feel he would hire an offensive coordinator with the Chiefs, Schottenheimer broke into a grin.

"We will have an individual to fill that role," he said. "But we will hire an offensive coordinator." Schottenheimer is not going to call the plays. Someone will have that role, if not Modell.

Asked why he would change his approach from the one that led to his departure from Cleveland, Schottenheimer said he thought continuing to call the plays was a mistake. He believes the Browns was "the best thing to do in that situation."

The naming of Schottenheimer completes a change of coaching personnel for the Cornhuskers, while the Cornhuskers finished 39th. Nebraska is rethinking its current NCAA champions for the game.

"I think that's one of the reasons Indiana won," said Irish coach Frank McCann. "I imagine that match up," said McCann, "from last year's squad and the finished 39th. Nebraska is rethinking its current NCAA champions for the game.
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Herschiser's latest vote: AP Man of the Year

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Orel Herschiser, a picture of perfection on and off the field, was named The Associated Press Male Athlete of the Year on Tuesday, finishing far ahead of his Olympic competition.

The Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher became the first non-Olympian to win the honor in an Olympic year since Denny McLain in 1968. Herschiser, who set a record with 59 consecutive shutout innings, is the 22nd baseball player to win the award in its 58-year history and the first since Dwight Gooden in 1985.

Herschiser got nearly twice as many votes as his World Series rival, Jose Canseco: 87 first-place ballots and 460 points, with Canseco--the first player to hit 40 home runs and steal 40 bases in a season--getting 36 first-place votes and 236 points.

Heisman Trophy winner Barry Sanders, who set all-time college records for rushing yards and touchdowns, was third with 307 points, followed by

Olympic swimmer Matt Biondi with 153, NBA star Michael Jordan with 91 and Olympic diver Greg Louganis at 59.

Voting was done by sports writers and broadcasters on a 5-3-1 basis. The AP's Female Athlete of the Year will be announced Thursday.

"This caps a year of fantastic awards," Herschiser said. "It is a tremendous honor to be recognized with an award which covers all sports."

Herschiser spent the 1988 season setting records and collecting trophies. His wholesomeness and his hymning-singing earned him adulation among children and adults.

Herschiser's record streak, 23-8 record and 2.26 earned run average made him the unanimous National League Cy Young winner.

By the time it all ended, helped by a How To Pitch card he carried in his uniform back pocket, Herschiser had allowed just five earned runs in his final 111 innings.

The New York Times

Have the New York Times delivered to your dorm room or faculty office. Rates are $.25 daily (that's 50% off the newstand price!) and $2.50 for the Sunday paper. For more details call Jeff at 283-2199.

SPRING SEMESTER

Mon.-Fri. $17.25
Mon.-Sat. $20.25
Mon.-Sun. $25.25
Sunday only $30.00

Spring delivery: January 20 to May 5 (excluding school breaks).

GMAT

GMAT Tomorrow's test. The key to getting there is practice.

NEW GMAT SECTION IS EASY, TRY READING THIS.

Go ahead. Try it. It's easy. Especially when you realize just how much it takes when you're taking your GMAT.

That's why you need Stanley Kaplan Educational Center.

IF YOU THINK THIS YEAR'S NEW GMAT SECTION IS EASY, TRY READING THIS.
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Michigan biggest, latest step for men's tennis

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

Welcome to the big time. The national schedule that the Notre Dame men's tennis program has longed for will become reality when the No. 11 Michigan Wolverines set foot on the Eck Pavilion courts at 3 o'clock today. It is truly a David vs. Goliath battle for the unranked Irish.

"We have to play a perfect match," said Head Coach Bob Bayliss. "We must play an error-free and airtight match." Indeed, they will have to if the 0-1 Irish squad hope to even their record.

Michigan, who reached the semi-finals of the 1988 NCAA championships, has won 28 of the last 34 Big Ten championships including the last two. This year's team looks to rival the great Michigan teams of the past. The Michigan roster, which reads like a Who's Who in Collegiate Tennis, includes the No.1 and No.7 players in the entire nation along with one of the best freshmen in the country.

Malivai Washington, the No. 1 player in America, heads the lineup for the Woverines. Washington, a sophomore, won the 1988 Volvo All-American Tournament which is the first leg of the collegiate Grand Slam. The 1987 Wimbledon junior finalist is known for his strong serve and aggressive net play.

"Malivai is one of the finest athletes to come through college tennis in the last ten years," said Michigan head coach Brian Eisner, who holds the fifth-best winning percentages among active coaches (77 percent).

Pre-law/Pre-med
U of Michigan Trip
Thursday, Feb 2, 1989

Prelaw and Premeds have separate itineraries, both featuring:
- luncheon
- tour of facilities
- attending a class lecture
- panel discussion with Law/Med students and doctors/lawyers who are ND alumni

If interested in either trip call either
Liam Brennen 1369 or Denise Salerno 4853
by January 26

sponsored by SARG and The Preprofessional Society

TONITE
6:30 PM
ROCKNE MEMORIAL RM 219

Wish your friends a Happy Birthday through Observer advertising. Call 239-5303 for details.

The Observer
Wednesday, January 25, 1989
I'M IN A BAD MOOD.

I'M FEELING BAD.

BROKE UP WITH MY GIRLFRIEND.

I'M FEELING BAD.

I'M FEELING BAD.

I'M FEELING BAD.

I'M FEELING BAD.

I'M FEELING BAD.
Irish beat Rutgers in 2nd half outburst

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Assistant Sports Editor

Looking at the halftime statistics of Tuesday night’s Notre Dame-Rutgers basketball game, nobody had to wonder what spirits were invading the Joyce ACC.

What was Rutgers (6-8) outrebounding Notre Dame 21-8. Who cares if the Scarlet Knights had no player taller than 6-7, or if the Irish were the nation’s top team in rebound margin?

And that was leading Irish scorer LaPhonso Ellis with no points next to his name, and second-leading rebounder Ned Robinson with no rebounds in his column.

And that was Notre Dame (9-3) still somehow managing to lead Rutgers 36-29. Can you imagine what might have happened if Robinson was pulling down more boards and Ellis was scoring at his normal 15.5 clip?

You’ve got that right, a Notre Dame team that scored 2 points in the 2nd halves of the 1st half, plus five rebounds with 15 points and the Irish went on to pound the Scarlet Knights 85-63.

“In the second half, we just went zone press back to zone, and did a lot of good things as far as rebounding and running and getting the ball back to LaPhonso,” said Notre Dame coach Digger Phelps. “That was the difference in the game.”

Ellis hit a jump shot and scored three more point plays to lead a 6-2 Notre Dame run that opened the second half.

After Rutgers guard Rick Dadika connected on a three-pointer to cut Notre Dame’s lead to 46-35, the Irish went on a 13-4 spurt to turn the game into a rout. Ellis scored four points and Robinson added a three-point play during that second Irish burst.

By the end of the game, all the Notre Dame players had gotten on the scoreboard, including walk-on Tim Crawford with his four points in the final minutes.

“Coach told us to get the ball inside more,” said Robinson. “They didn’t have any player who could really match up with our front line.”

“We had penetrate inside and kick the ball outside if they started double-teaming down there,” said Robinson.

Damon Sweet was one of the main beneficiaries during these situations. After Jamere Jackson suffered a hyperextended knee away through the first half, the freshman from Beaumont, Tex., scored 15 points to tie Joe Fredrick for second on the team.

“Our big men are the core of our offense,” said Sweet.

The same arms that had pulled in touchdown passes or brought down opposing tailbacks were now draped around each other’s shoulders in comfort.

They were perfect complements for the full-court pressure of the Lady Blue Demons.

DePaul (20-3) recorded 23 steals, including 12 in the first half. DePaul seemed at times to have six women on the court as they continually knocked the ball away from behind it.

The senior leadership of DePaul All-American Diana Vines also proved too much for the Irish. Vines led all scorers with 23 points and also grabbed 11 rebounds and a school record 12 steals. She became the first person in DePaul history, man or woman, to score 5,000 points and pull down 1,000 rebounds.

“She’s the most talented player I have ever coached, male or female,” said DePaul coach Doug Bruno. “She does so much out there. She is a total instinct player.”

The Irish struggled on offense. Notre Dame found the basket unforgiving, shooting 8-24 (33.3 percent) in the first half.

DePaul’s pressure stifles Irish women

By JEFF HEILERT
Sports Writer

CHICAGO — III. — They turned up the volume at Alumni Hall Tuesday night, and DePaul’s pressure had no rebounds in its column.

Relatively small Alumni Hall definitely is not small on noise. The raucous crowd and a very loud atmosphere may have contributed to the eight Irish turnovers at the Joyce ACC.

At Notre Dame there is little chance of that happening. But the events of last week bring things into perspective.

Time and its passage changes all things. One place, however, has sustained a spirit and a tradition for so long that its story has evolved into legend. Wake Up The Echoes

One thing has prevailed since Notre Dame first met Michigan in 1887 to the Irish Fiesta on January 2-the Notre Dame spirit.

Lou Holtz talks about it, Irish fans revel in it, and the players have used it to help win a national championship.

The emotions which go along with winning a national championship are new to most of us, but not to Notre Dame. Indeed, following the game won for the Gipper in 1930, sportswriter Paul Gallico captured the timeless essence of a fan’s elation:

“When football becomes a near tragic race against time there is nothing like it for thrill, excitement or suspense. The game exerts a strange magic and you forget that it is just football. That one mustn’t overemphasize...

Bell’s bells and gongs of interns. Let us overemphasize while we may. Tomorrow it may be too late. The enchantment which holds me still entwined will be lifted.”

Indeed, something as exciting as a national championship should not be soon forgotten. Here's why.

Brian O’Gara
Irish items

And with the taking of life from Bob Satterfield came a rush of emotion and love from this campus which will live much longer than the memories of Notre Dame. And with the taking of life from Bob Satterfield came a rush of emotion and love from this campus which will live much longer than the memories of Notre Dame.

One powerful moment among many came out side Friday’s memorial service for Satterfield. Following the service several of Satterfield’s teammates congregated outside the church in prayer.

The same arms that had pulled in touchdown passes or brought down opposing backfield were now draped around each other’s shoulders in comfort.

No gold helmets. No screaming crowd. Notre Dame no longer meant first and goal at the six-yard line.

Notre Dame meant caring for each other—helping each other through a difficult, painful, and incomprehensible moment.

The spirit which on game days emerges from the lungs of 59,072 and the brow of 100 now manifested itself in a somber crowd outside Sacred Heart Church engulfed by a placid snowfall.

It was ironic that at a place where winning counts so much, a loss brought out the true spirit of Notre Dame.

Adversity had faced these players all season long in the form of Rodney Peete, the two-point play, the 35-21 loss by a smaller Rutgers squad. "We see Hoops, page 12

Ellis keys Irish effort in victory

By FRANK PASTOR
Sports Writer

LaPhonso Ellis found himself in an unusual position at halftime Tuesday night against Rutgers in the Joyce ACC.

Notre Dame’s leading scorer (tied with Joe Fredrick at 15.5 points per game) and rebounder (10.8 per game) had only four rebounds and two personal fouls to show for his efforts at the midway point of the Irish’s 85-63 win over the Scarlet Knights.

Ellis scoring troubles reflected Notre Dame’s ineffective rebounding to 10.8 per game. The Irish were looking for most of the first half.

“We didn’t get the ball down to him (Ellis) and he wasn’t getting open,” said Irish coach Digger Phelps, assessing the first half in which his team was outrebounded 21-8 by a smaller Rutgers squad. “We

see ELLIS, page 12

Wrestlers for Nebraska

By GREG SCHENKENBACH
Sports Writer

In perhaps its toughest dual meet of the season, the 15th-ranked Notre Dame wrestling team will be looking to extend its undefeated 6-0 record against highly-touted Nebraska at 6 p.m. tonight in the Joyce ACC arena.

Nebraska (7-4-1) currently is ranked 13th in the country and could not hold off Iowa State squad that was then ranked 20th. The Cornhuskers will be looking to avenge a 21-18 upset loss to see IRISH, page 12